2022 Professional Photography Pass Agreement and Guidelines
Please Circle One:
Option 1: Hour Photography Pass
Cost: $35
Description: Grants pass holder one hour of access to the outside property at The Pickwick
Place which includes (The Ohio Flower Girls U-pick flower patch, sunflower field, apple orchard,
fall displays, and surrounding outside area to host professional photography session(s). *This
pass does not include access to take pictures inside any of the buildings onsite. Photographers
must let The Pickwick Place know what day and hour the pass will be utilized with at least a 48
hour notice. Exact timing of fields to be in bloom will be dependent on Mother Nature but
anticipate the u-pick patch’s first bloom to be by the end of July with the sunflower field to follow
in August. Availability will be on a first come, first serve basis on non field-event nights. Please
note, you will not have exclusive access but there will be plenty of space for more than one
photographer to utilize the space at the same time. Photographers must have a copy (can be
digital) of the pass with them when on site. Inclement weather reschedules will be allowed.
Option 2: Season Photography Pass
Cost: $150
Description: Grants pass holder access to the outside property at The Pickwick Place which
includes (The Ohio Flower Girls U-pick flower patch, sunflower field, apple orchard, fall displays,
and surrounding area to host professional photography session(s). *This pass does not include
access to take pictures inside any of the buildings onsite. With this pass, photographers can
schedule an unlimited number of professional photography sessions through December 31st,
2022. Exact timing of fields to be in bloom will be dependent on Mother Nature but anticipate the
u-pick patch’s first bloom to be by the end of July with the sunflower field to follow in August.
Please note, you will not have exclusive access but there will be plenty of space for more than
one photographer to utilize the space at the same time. Photographers must have a copy (can
be digital) of the pass with them when on site.

Guidelines:
Working Farm: The flower patch/sunflower field, produce fields, and surrounding property is a
working farm. There may be times when staff and equipment are working in the field while
photographers are on site. Please be courteous to all staff on site and be mindful of the work
they are doing. This is our busy season and we have short timeframes that we need to get our
fieldwork completed.
(continued on next page)

Flowers: If photographers and/or clients would like to pick flowers, vases may be purchased
and must be communicated to The Ohio Flower Girls at least 48 hours prior to arrival. All cut or
damaged flowers must be paid for.
U-pick Events: The u-pick flower patch will be closed during the The Ohio Flower Girls u-pick
events. Should a photographer come during a u-pick event, they will be asked to utilize part of
the field that is not being used by the event. Once the event is completed, the u-pick patch will
re-open.
On Site Props: If photographers utilize props that are on site, please put them back where
found at the end of the session. Please also pick up and properly dispose of any trash. If not, an
additional convenience fee may be charged. Photographers may bring their own props.
Liability: The Ohio Flower Girls LLC and The Pickwick Place are not responsible for any
accidents or incidents that may occur during a scheduled professional session. Alcohol and
smoking are not permitted on the property grounds.
If a photographer is on site taking professional photos and does not have a purchased
photographer pass, they will be asked to purchase at least an hour photographer pass plus a
$15 fee.
By signing below, the pass holder is stating that you understand and agree to the guidelines and
terms outlined above. Your 2022 Professional Photography Pass is valid through December
31st, 2022.
__________________________________________________________
Photography Pass Holder Name Print

Date_______________

___________________________________________________________
Photography Pass Holder Signature
Business Name: _________________________________________
Phone Number: _________________________

Email: _________________________________

The Pickwick Place and The Ohio Flower Girls
1875 North Sandusky Ave.
Bucyrus, OH 44820
(419)-561-4106
theohioflowergirls@gmail.com
loft@thepickwickplace.com

